
DJIBOUTI’S ROLE IS FALLING SHORT OF THE SOMALI EXPECTATIONS & 

MERITS! 

DJIBOUT OUGHT TO OFFER WILLINGNESS TO SOMALI NATION UNITY & END 

ALL CIRIS WHEN THERE IS TRUE FREEDOM TO DO SO! 
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Sending Djiboutians to Somalia to face those who liberated them from French colonialism, with 

killing combat, diplomacy and finance, is not the right reward to be the start of the reward the 

Somalis expected from their brothers who got their independence by determining Somali support!  

A Disappointing start indeed. The right reward which is the relevant one for the current situation on 

the Horn is that Djibouti offers its willingness to be part of a federal republic of Somali Nation 

comprising all the five parts which colonialists divided the Somali nation into.  

 

After that, the region may create a common market in which all may fish and farm together without 

feeling neither land locked nor humiliated by colonial agency with the West as the principal atrocity 

designer for reserving the region's natural resource and even worse ill wills. 

 

We hope that Djiboutians will soon start considering this solution for the region as a whole and 

their fellow Somalis. Because so long there is an oppressed, humiliated and threatened Somali, the 

West and their misused, in fact enslaved for enslaving, neighbors will not accept any re-creation of 

a free and strong Somali with a capability of rescue like that of 1977. 

 

As for the upcoming one-day meeting, lasting peace on the Horn cannot come by continuation of 

injustice from colonialism. It can be brought about by, Allah Willing, ending that injustice which is 

the division of the Somali Nation into five parts two of which are still under colonialism in agency 

under Ethiopia and Kenya just as the other three parts (Djibouti, and the deliberately demolished 

Somali Republic in question) are not enjoying any better freedom just because of the two which 

should never again get someone to come in their rescue like that of 1977 war between Ethiopia and 

Somalia the results of which were later destroyed by both the West and the East - Nato and 

Warsaw. 

 

Dubai conference of one day for a lasting peace sounds astonishing!!! Allah can make it so decisive 

and quite so if it aims at restoring justice in the Horn: demanding the re-unification of the five 

Somali parts (see map below) and a formation of a common market for the 

region. Details: http://www.hornpeace.webs.com/.  

 

 

Until then we hold each nation which is either signatory to or recognizer of the so-called AU 

Charter, which we regard to be AN ENSLAVING CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE SOMALI 

NATION since it legalizes and perpetuates the dividedness, degrading and humiliation of the 

Somali nation under neighboring cheated Christian communities who are enslaved by the ex-

and still colonialist West in order to reserve the region’s resources for their generations, a 

case in which the  UN too betrayed the Somali Nation by not demanding FREE SOMALI 

NATION IN UNITY ACCORDING TO ITS CHARTER (see map below) 
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The map of the Horn of Africa (the Somali Nation and its neighbors indicating approximately 

the size of the Somali Nation territories). 

 

 

 
AND AS FAR AS OUR SISTERLY NEIGHBORS ARE CONCERNED, WE SHOULD ASK 

OURSELVES: FOR OUR FREEDOM, CAN WE FIRST FREE OUR NEIGHBORS FROM 

THE ENSLAVEMENT OF THE COLONIALIST WEST? 

 

DO YOU KNOW WHO THE LOYAL MODERN SLAVES OF THE COLONIALIST WEST 

ARE? THE NON-MUSLIM KENYANS AND ETHIOPIANS IN POWER 

 

I need help to understand the difference between the classic labor slavery mostly in American 

plantations and the modern soldier slavery sometimes referred to as mercenaries. Is it not slavery of 

a nation’s citizens when another nation says it is arming the sons of that nation so that they wage a 

war on their behalf? 

 

Some years ago, it was very clear in the media that USA was planning to establish an army of its 

own in Ethiopia specially for controlling Somalia. There followed that so called entry of Ethiopia 

into Somalia. It was never classified as an American war in Somalia and the item, American made 

army in Ethiopia, was fully withdrawn from the media. Was that different from the Africans who 

were bought and transported to America for plantation work and other purposes? 

 

Now my tiny State of Denmark has just announced that it is going to be a major share holder in 

what shall be called a “Kenyan Navy” and fully manned by Kenyan sons and armed mainly by 

Denmark.(http://politiken.dk/udland/ECE1489522/danmark-opruster-kenyas-

militaer/?ref=nyhedsbrev_politiken-internationalt, translate Danish by google). The purpose is clear. It is 

to have a share of the Somali territories and resources which are under public looting by the entire 

guilty international community which had betrayed the Somali nation by letting it remain divided 
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and humiliated under neighboring Christian communities while UN charter was demanding the 

freedom of nations in unity, for details visit: http://www.hornpeace.webs.com, it carries a Roadmap 

for lasting Horn solutions, Allaah Willing! 

 

This act by Denmark creates more doubts about the alleged Norwegian plans of having a share too 

through Kenya – the so called memorandum of understanding about Somali waters. Is Denmark 

taking over that same project? Is this different from the classic slavery? Making Kenyans war slaves 

for looting and enslaving the Somalis? When Kenyans and Ethiopians are misused by the 

Colonialist West as a new form of slavery, their citizens and as a result the whole region, sweat 

smelly ashes and dust while the enslavers sweat oil and cream. Their child or infant mortality 

before one year per thousand births is over 60 babies while in it is the West under 7 babies per 

thousand. Their per capita income is under $600 against $40,000 a year in the West. 

 

Why should these nations degrade their citizens and the entire region so low when they can make 

peace and justice with their neighbor, the Somali nation, by re-uniting the five Somali parts into 

which the European colonialists, France, Italy and UK, divided this nation in a federal state? Can’t 

they after that create a common market for the region in which none feels neither landlocked nor 

colonized and humiliated under slavery-like colonial agency and in which all citizens can fish and 

farm together without any complexes nor distrust? 

 

Somalis should first free these nations from the West which is enslaving them for enslaving and 

looting the Somalis. The shameful West should change this disgraceful attitude. It’s a puzzle to be 

solved by, if existent at all, the Somali intellectual and true national figures if any. 
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